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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The approach of Specific Maintenance Groups (SMGs) was introduced by RAP3 in 2016 as a
new and alternative method for undertaking Specific Maintenance; repairs to localised access
bottlenecks ('critical sections' or repairs following emergency incidents) on the Local Road
Network (LRN). Typically where the works are relatively straightforward they were traditionally
performed through Users Committees (UCs). However the use of UCs had become beset with
the problems including:
 Tendencies to subcontract their labour-based earnings by hiring machinery or other subcontractors.
 Tendencies to procure their own materials and supplies with resulting quality and
transparency issues.
 Selection of UC members was often poorly controlled resulting in political nominations and
artificial name lists.
 Numbers of workers were often grossly excessive resulting in a workforce that was not
competent (untrained), ill-equipped (not enough gear to go around) and poorly managed.
SMGs have certain similarities to UCs but with far greater control on worker team sizes, their
registration and training. It results in a dedicated local team of deserving workers who are on
call for small contracts year-on-year and who gradually develop in terms of skills and ability.
RAP3 piloted the approach over two seasons (2016/17 and 2017/18). Initially a total of 12
roads (~130 km) were selected in Achham, Dailekh, Doti and Jumla. 21 Groups comprising
389 workers (~40% women) undertook mostly gabion retaining wall and pavement stone
soling works based on a budget of NRs 6 million per District. In the 2017/18 continuation,
Dadeldhura was added bringing the coverage to ~186 km over 15 roads and engaging 440
workers split into 24 groups, the majority of whom were remobilised from the previous year.
The trial contracts were universally successful and completed within the allocated season
resulting in a much improved quality of work output. The approach is considered suitable for
administration at M/RM level for which this Guideline has been prepared.

INTRODUCTION
Specific Maintenance (SM) is one category of maintenance interventions, all of which are
imperative in combination for the preservation of a road’s performance (others include:
Emergency, Routine & Recurrent, and Periodic; the latter in the case of paved road surfaces
only). Specific Maintenance targets the repair of critical access bottle-necks on a road and can
cover such works as: stone soling at a particularly slippery steep ascent, or providing a gabion
retaining wall following the emergency clearance of a new active landslide, etc.
Conventionally SM is performed by User Committee (UC) or through works procurement using
small Contractors. The general conduct by UCs was heavily criticised in the multi-donor
supported Nepal Road Sector Assessment Study (NRSAS – 2012) due to frequent
management irregularities and poor quality works. On the other hand the study advocated
tendering more works however in reality the performance of small Contractors has been subject
to common time overruns, disputes and similar quality concerns.
As an alternative, ‘Specific Maintenance Groups’ (SMGs) builds on an approach to road works
construction using workers selected from the poor and disadvantaged who live close to the road
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and which has been championed by the Rural Access Programme with its Road Building
Groups (RBGs) for more than 12 years. The key features of the SMG approach include:
 Working Groups of between 10-20 workers selected from the most eligible (poor /
marginalised) and with at least 1/3rd women,
 Members are registered and job cards maintained for attendance,
 Workers receive 1-2 days training in construction techniques and site safety,
 Strictly ‘labour-based’ inputs with materials and supplies provided by the Employer,
 Typical works include construction of gabion retaining structures, localised sections of road
pavement stone soling, side drains, etc.,
 Works are identified following an annual Rapid Condition Survey (RCS) on the Local Road
Network (District Road Core Network),
 Contracts are short duration (typically 3-4 months),
 Speedy interim payment system (80% of quickly estimated work-done) followed by detailed
Final measurement on completion,
 Groups receive ‘one-off’ contracts but are registered in order to be called up as needed in
subsequent years,
 Work is paid based on quantities executed at rates linked to District Wage Rates and GoN
work output norms and is shared equally amongst the group members and subjected to
public audit.

RURAL ROAD MAINTENANCE
RURAL ROAD MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
SMGs undertake Specific Maintenance which is a vital part of a suite of interventions needed
to care for assets of the Local Road Network. Conventionally this comprised significantly, the
District Road Core Network (DRCN) which aimed to provide a reliable single prioritised access
to every Village Development Centre (VDC) in the Nation. Increasingly these networks will
become adjusted to serve the individual M/RMs.
Rural Road Maintenance Systems will continue to be developed and refined for emerging road
networks. However basic principles will remain. These include the importance of prioritising
maintenance above other interventions such as improvement / rehabilitation and new
construction (‘maintenance-first’ principles) and the need to have Plans based on a transparent
system of prioritisation. These Plans will include 5-year Master Plans together with directly
related, Annual Plans.
In terms of affordability, the planning of some aspects of maintenance are very predictable, for
example the cost of continuous inputs for Routine and light-Recurrent maintenance following
GoN’s Road Maintenance Groups (RMG) Guidelines (March 2016), are readily identifiable and
certain. Other inputs such as Emergency Maintenance, Specific and Periodic can be predicted
based on broad average annual demands, but in the detailed Annual Plan need to be related
to a visual inspection of individual roads conducted just after each monsoon. This process is
often referred to as the ‘Rapid Condition Survey’.
There are special additional planning requirements related to Specific Maintenance largely
because the condition of much of Nepal’s LRN is in a very poor condition both through lapses
in design and construction, but also from inadequate past maintenance. It is therefore very
necessary to limit (cap) the annual expenditure per road to prevent large amounts of
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maintenance funds being applied in an attempt to bolster a poorly engineered road that is more
deserving of full Rehabilitation or Improvement. For this reason it is common to put a financial
cap on the annual SM expenditure per road e.g. RAP3’s pilot procedures limited this to an
absolute maximum of NRs 300,000 per km per year and put distinct limits on the individual
magnitudes of individual interventions. The overall idea is not to gradually upgrade a road
through a series of uncoordinated ‘spot improvements’, but to tackle a road’s key access
bottlenecks in prioritised order. Even with individual road investments capped, this level of
expenditure more often cannot be afforded necessitating a prioritisation of works from a ranked
list of roads. It is recommended that the prioritisation be based on a simple but robust process
such as giving highest priority to the roads where the cost of performing the identified SM,
expressed per vehicle annually served, is least.
ROAD MAINTENANCE TYPES AND WORKING MODALITY
The following main types of road maintenance are identified and defined based on accepted
practice:
Emergency Maintenance: The DoLIDAR Maintenance Directives (2008) define emergency
maintenance works as works that are to be carried out due to unexpected and sudden blockage
of roads that stop vehicular movement due to natural disasters. The aim of emergency
maintenance is to quickly reopen the road, reinstate vehicular movement and protect the road
from further damage.
Routine Maintenance: The DoLIDAR Maintenance Directives (2008) define routine
maintenance as small maintenance works to be carried out in all seasons on all roads on a
regular basis, comprising simple categories of maintenance works. Routine maintenance
involves the cleaning and clearing of different road elements to ensure that they work properly
and that damage to the road is avoided.
Recurrent Maintenance: The DoLIDAR Maintenance Directives (2008) define recurrent
maintenance as small maintenance works not falling under routine maintenance that are carried
out a few times a year in all roads to repair minor damage resulting from traffic and rainfall.
Recurrent maintenance involves minor repairs to the road surface and other road elements to
bring them back to their proper condition.
Specific Maintenance: This was introduced by DOR to cover all the spot treatments and
repairs that do not occur every year or in every road, and which are very specific in nature and
location. This involves localized repairs and treatments to the road to ensure proper functioning
of the different road elements and reduce the need for routine and recurrent maintenance. In
the DoLIDAR Directives these are instead referred to as ‘preventive maintenance’.
Periodic Maintenance: The DoLIDAR Maintenance Directives (2008) define periodic
maintenance as maintenance works to be carried out in intervals of years and of large-scale.
This mainly involves activities aimed at rejuvenating the road surface and carrying out repairs
over long stretches of road. It is important to note that periodic maintenance does not include
changes to the road surface such as the upgrading from earth to gravel or from gravel to
blacktop (this is carried out under ‘improvements’) and normally applies only to existing gravel
or blacktop roads.
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The normal means of performance is indicated in the following table:
Category

Timing

Main Modality

Remarks

Emergency

Concentrated after
Monsoon / urgent.

Contractor
(excavator)

Small instances may be
tackled by RMGs

Routine

Continuous throughout
the year

Road Maintenance
Groups (RMGs)

As per DoLIDAR RMG
Guideline (March 2016)

Recurrent

Several times a year

RMGs

Blacktop repairs would
usually
require
a
contractor.

Specific

Annually

SMGs (or possibly
TM contractor)

Previously by UC or
small work contractors.

Periodic

At intervals of several
years

Works Contractor

Typically regravelling or
blacktop overlay.

SPECIFIC MAINTENANCE
SPECIFIC MAINTENANCE (DETAILED DEFINITION)
Specific Maintenance involves localised and often intense interventions in order to address key
accessibility bottlenecks arising on a road i.e. sections of the road that are prone to becoming
impassable. Examples might include a slippery hill section where buses fail to climb during
prolonged periods of wet weather, a muddy or deeply rutted section where vehicles get stuck,
or a section that is repeatedly blocked during the rainy season as a result of landslides. As
such, it is often linked to Emergency Maintenance (which only clears a road to resume vehicular
passage), by providing a more permanent solution e.g. providing a retaining wall at an unstable
landslide area. Alternatively it can be ‘preventative’ in nature, such as intervening by providing
a short drain section to address a perceived risk of future wash-out. It can include the activities
listed in Section 4.3. Limits are set for the volumes of Specific Maintenance in order to properly
distinguish Specific Maintenance that is carried out in specific locations in the road, from
improvements that are carried out in larger portions of the road.
It is important to note that Specific Maintenance is not intended to be used to gradually upgrade
a road. If there are no accessibility, urgent safety, or post-emergency maintenance related
issues, there should be no Specific Maintenance. Similarly it needs emphasising that SM
requirements do not necessarily occur every year or in every road. For this reason there may
be particular years when an established SMG is not required to be called up.
ASSIGNMENT OF FUNDS
Not every road will require Specific Maintenance in every year and the exact requirements and
budget demands will be known only following the post-monsoon Rapid Condition Surveys.
However experience will indicate an average annual demand for attending to a network.
Typically this might be 2-4 times the annual expected RMG (routine / recurrent maintenance)
cost or, say NRs 150,000 – 300,000 per km (at 2017/18 prices).
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On a network basis this expected budget demand can be allocated in the Annual Plan and
subsequently prioritised based on a transparent pre-defined system. Suitable systems include
those piloted by RAP3 whereby individual roads are prioritised based on the least Specific
Maintenance cost per vehicle served (from data on daily / annual traffic). This system also puts
a cap on an individual road investment of NRs 300,000 per km in order to avoid the investment
becoming an intensive road improvement / rehabilitation exercise targeting just a few roads in
the network.
A data-base of actual expenditures should be maintained so that the expected average demand
costs, used in planning can be updated and increase in accuracy.
SCOPE
It is important to bear in mind that Specific Maintenance by SMG needs to target labour-based
interventions as far as practicable. All materials e.g. supply of gabions and tools, need to be
separately procured by the Employer including any mechanised transportation such as moving
quarried stone by tractor. The following are typical SM work activities and corresponding
quantity limits for guidance:
 Dry stone pitching (‘stone soling’) of short section (<300 m2 per kilometre of road)
 Gravelling of short section (<300 m2 per kilometre of road)
 Creation or large repairs to dry-stone or gabion retaining wall (<500 m3 per wall, <50 m3
per kilometre on average for the entire road)
 Slope stabilization and bio-engineering (<200 m2 per kilometre of road)
 Removal of banks on shoulders (<50 m3 per kilometre of road)
 Raising of embankment over short section (<100 m3 per kilometre of road)
 Shoulder improvement (<50 m3 per kilometre of road)
 Creation of earthen side drains (<100 m per kilometre of road)
 Creation of lined side drains (<50 m per kilometre of road)
 Placement of pipe culverts (<10 m length per kilometre of road)
 Repairs to the existing drainage system (e.g. erosion) (<25 m3 per kilometre of road)
 Creation of stone-paved drifts where water flows over road (<200 m2 per kilometre of road)
 Removal of hanging cliff/rocks (<10 m3 per kilometre of road)
 Signage and road furniture (limited)
Quantities that significantly exceed these thresholds would suggest that the work would be
better included as a Rehabilitation or Improvement contract for performance by Contractor.

Figure 1: Typical SMG's Work
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SELECTION OF ACTIVITIES / WORK PLAN
SMGs are a suitable resource for undertaking labour-based maintenance interventions. For
example they are an excellent approach for carrying out pavement stone soling on localised
road sections. They are not intended for work which is more efficiently performed using
equipment such as concrete or bitumen pavement works. Similarly they are ideal for gabion or
dry stone walls, but are not suitable for reinforced concrete works.
Consideration should also be given regarding a road's status in overall Improvement or
Upgrading plans. This should be in an attempt to avoid carrying out costly repairs which will be
short-lived due to a pending upgrading project. Where possible, SM interventions should be
positioned in consideration of any likely short term upgrading works which might otherwise
render them useless within a short period of time.
The location of interventions within a road needs to be selected based on prioritised needs-first
basis, that is; ‘where the road blocks first?’ Thus the works may be scattered along the route
targeting the critical points rather than working from the road entry onwards. The individual
road’s interventions should then be ranked in order of priority (the most critical first) and then
included in the annual implementation plan until the allocated budget is exhausted.
The works will normally be arranged in a number of packages organised by location e.g. Gabion
Wall #1, Gabion Wall #2, etc. In the case of a long road having more than one SMG, the works
will be logically assigned to the most conveniently located SMG. Generally where an SMG is
allocated multiple packages, these should be performed sequentially rather than letting the
group work on multiple locations at the same time. This is to ensure that the work volume can
be adjusted by removing packages if the Group is performing slowly. It is better to come to the
end of the season with say 2 out of 3 Packages complete rather than 3 packages all partially
complete.
Where a M/RM tends to commonly require gabion retaining structures, it may worthwhile to
procure a stock of gabions and binding wires during the monsoon which can be topped-up later
once the exact requirements are known from completed designs. Any surplus can form a carryover stock for subsequent years. The Specific Maintenance requirements should be known
following the post-monsoon RCS and interventions prioritised as part of the planning exercise
between Dasain and Tihar. Designs and final packaging should be carried out immediately after
Tihar with the aim to have SMGs mobilised in January. Normal SMG contracts should be for a
3-4 month duration and which should comfortably be completed ahead of monsoon and within
the financial year.

S.N
1
2
3
4
5
6

SPECIFIC MAINTENANCE GROUP
INDICATIVE WORK PLAN DIAGRAM
Year
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Description
Monsoon Period
Rapid Condition Survey
Festival Season
Detailed Survey
Design
Training
Package 1
7 Implementation * Package 2
Package 3, etc.

Note: * the number, duration and inter-relationship of packages may vary based on site conditions.
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DESIGN AND ESTIMATION
WORK DESIGN
Engineering design consists the preparation of design, drawings, specifications, cost estimate,
contract packages. Consultant team or In-house staff of the implementing agency, design the
work. This involves field surveys, materials investigations, analysis of design options and
interaction with end users and other groups who may be affected by construction activity and
operation of the works.
Design of the Specific Maintenance activities must comply with Government standards; the
Department of Local Infrastructure Development and Agricultural Roads (DoLIDAR)/MoFAGA;
Nepal Rural Road Standard. If any social disputes or issues arise during survey or
implementation e.g. alignment fixing, land compensation claims, the DCC1 or M/RM should
coordinate and resolve the cases with support of the technical team.
The design approach and methodology depends on the type of works; where possible use
simple equipment such as rod & tape, abney level, level machine, etc. Locate permanent
reference marks (i.e. chainaging) at site so that it can be easily retraced at the time of
implementation. Permanent structures such as stone masonry side drain, retaining wall, stone
soling, hume pipe culverts, must be located at the appropriate distance from road centre as per
standard; take cross sections at intervals of 5 to 10 m depending on the ground profile; consider
extra length on both side of structure to flush the grade along the existing road, carry out proper
profile and cross section design so that at the time of subsequent improvement there will be no
need to demolish and rebuild. The structure design must be sustainable and address climate
change issues in order to sustain a monsoon, it should be built with all protective measures and
minor complementary structures. After completion of design and implementation, it should be
marked and recorded on record drawings or original condition survey format for future
reference.
QUANTITY ESTIMATION
The quantities of the work should be computed on the basis of the detailed engineering survey
and design and cross-sections following standard methods of measurement. The quantities are
derived as per items defined in norms and specification and prepared in an abstract. Quantities
should be broken down under various headings viz. works items, construction tools, equipment
and material, administrative cost, as required. Since SMGs are employed under the overarching
principle of a User’s Committee, they are entitled to labour costs only. Items such as
construction materials, tools and equipment, material transportation, insurance, administrative
cost are directly managed by an Employer.
The Employer shall procure the required materials such as gabions, GI binding wire, tools,
equipment and PPEs, in bulk and distribute to SMGs as necessary. Worker insurance shall also
be procured by the Employer as mentioned in Section 7.2. Since procurement is a time taking
job, the process should start well in advance based on a rough estimate including scope for a
change order (adjustment) of say 15-20% quantity in the contract. Quantities of all minor items
which need to be performed at site must be derived e.g. backfilling structures with excavated

1

Formerly called DDC
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earth including any additional lead. Availability and quarry site of local materials such as stone
and sand should be confirmed and used to determine the lead distance.
UNIT RATES (LABOUR-ONLY)
SMGs are entitled to receive only labour costs and they are directly contracted at estimated unit
rates. District rates are adopted for skilled and unskilled labours. The rate analysis for work
items will be calculated following the existing norms and labour cost but other components such
as material and machine cost are ‘zero’ in case of SMG. Material costs are calculated
separately. The SMG will be trained to perform jobs of various skill inputs and they will receive
the appropriate amount of both skilled and unskilled labour cost.
COST ESTIMATES
The Engineer’s cost estimates are derived by adding the cost of all components viz. works
items, tools, equipment and material, local transportation and administrative cost. The cost of
each component will be computed by multiplying the quantity with the analysed rate of
corresponding items. Since SMGs are a non-profit group, the rate analysis does not cover
overheads or profit. Administrative cost includes cost for transportation of tools / gabions (For
example: transportation from District headquarter to the construction site), local tools (Doko,
Namlo etc.), tools maintenance and sharpening, Project Information Board, SMG orientation,
SMG public audit, SMG personnel travel expenses (excluding journeys from home to site), SMG
Insurance etc. Detailed schedules of rates of labour and material (if required), analysed item
rates etc. shall be properly documented as the Engineer’s cost estimate. With prior approval,
SMGs can be allowed to manage or purchase some very minor local items of insignificant value
e.g. few bamboos and claim through payment system with receipt. The costs will be further
broken down into procurement of material.
PREPARATION OF BILLS OF QUANTITY
The BoQ will be developed following standard practices. Each item should be clearly described
and corresponding clauses of the standard and special specifications should be referenced to
allow the technician to easily find the corresponding specification. The BoQ may be broken
down into different types of works.
PACKAGING
Construction of the works may be carried out either through one SMG or a number of SMGs.
Various factors shall apply in selecting the appropriate work content for a SMG package. The
works may be too large to be undertaken by a SMG. Every year the annual plan, for example:
ARAMP will identify and prioritise Specific Maintenance activities road-wise on basis of annual
requirement for SM which is typically NRs 200,000 / km. and up to a maximum of say NRs.
300,000 / km. Therefore, the first criteria is that the total work packages should not exceed the
budget limit. Secondly, the work packages should be distinct so that they can be implemented
in individual lots. SMGs will normally be allocated a number of smaller packages (e.g. a series
of separated gabion retaining walls at critical locations along a road). However the total
expected construction period should fall comfortably within the construction season and before
monsoon so that spare time is available in case the need of any justifiable Extension of Time.
Hence, it is recommended to prepare a realistic work schedule using work norms that can be
finished within 3-5 months depending on the planned start date.
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FORMATION OF SPECIFIC MAINTENANCE GROUPS
LEGAL CONTEXT
The Nepal Road Sector Assessment Study (NRSAS) recommended to enforce User Committee
(UC) regulations and carry out more projects through open tendering because the UC approach
was seen to be subject to abuse through the use of hidden contractors rather than beneficiary
workers, substitution of workers by machine and poor work quality and safety provisions.
Therefore, SMG piloting was to improve the User Committee system through proper selection
of group members (similar to RBG in new construction) following a standard procedure. This
helps to target the selection of poor people who work for cash. It also minimises chances of
involvement of a hidden contracting system in UC’s work. This piloting has been based on the
provisions given in LSGA, 2055 and LSGR, 2056 but also after GON’s restructuring, replaced
with LGOA 2074 and the UC’s provision in PPA, 2063 and PPR, 2064.
SMG piloting is accomplished to the extent possible, as permitted by UC’s provision in LSGR,
2056 and PPR, 2064. The main features are: SMG formation process has been detailed and
standardised toward maintaining transparency, selection of local people from the poorest of the
poor; training is made compulsory before engaging in work; contract subletting and use of
heavy machine are not allowed; job cards system introduction; the works shall be valued on a
monthly interim basis unless another interval is agreed by the Employer in special cases; and
interim payment shall be made at 80% (eighty percent) of the approximate estimated value of
work; the remaining 20% (twenty percent) in value will be treated as retention to be released in
the payment of final valuation.
SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF THE SMG
Before starting with the selection of the SMG members, the size in terms of member numbers
of the SMG should be determined as described below. This is defined by the road length and
configuration of required works. The input level per year depends on the characteristics of the
road, especially the road condition, topography, road surface type. Roads that require small to
medium-scale spot improvements and spot repairs in critical sections of the road where there
is significant damage or which are prone to repeated damage due to a lack of proper technical
standards and with higher traffic level require a higher input level. The input level may vary for
different sections of the road if these have very differing characteristics.
Based on the total length of the road (section) to be maintained, the size of the SMG can be
determined. As an initial estimation it is recommended to form a group of approximately 20
workers. However, for the proper functioning of the group, ideally SMGs should have at least
10 workers and this shall not exceed 20 workers. The lesser number of workers may be
appropriate in sparsely populated areas or where the road condition is particularly good,
requiring infrequent works. Undersized and oversized groups may result in inefficiency. The
SMGs may work half time or full time on any configuration as long as they achieve the allocated
tasks in accordance with bill of quantities within the allocated contract period. However it is
suggested that the SMG group's working timetable should be shared and agreed with the
supervisor in advance so he/she can schedule supervision visits.
It is recommended that every trafficable LRN should have its own SMG, thus facilitating the
administration of the road maintenance works. However, where the road is very long (more than
10-15 km) and the SMG member would have to travel over long distances to carry out the
maintenance, it is advisable to split the road into sections and create separate SMGs. Maximum
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travel time of SMGs to reach a work site should not exceed 1.5 hours in one direction. Distance
to the road section will depend on topography and possible short cuts. Alternatively, where the
road is very short and the SMG would be very small, it is advisable to group a number of roads
together and have SMG cover different roads within the immediate vicinity of each other.
SELECTION OF SMG MEMBER
The SMG member selection process is based on the best practices of selection of RBG
members practiced in the Rural Access Programme (RAP) and also Road Maintenance Groups
(RMG). Members are selected from the communities situated along the road to be maintained,
or from those communities nearest to the road. For the selection of the SMG members,
approved selection criteria are used to ensure the objective choice of the most suitable
candidates. Suitability in this sense refers to both the ability of the candidates to perform the job
well (technical criteria) as well as to social objectives of providing jobs and income to vulnerable
groups in society (social criteria). Before the start of the selection process, the Employer shall
approve the selection criteria and selection modality. It is recommended to use the following
criteria:
Technical criteria




The selected maintenance workers must be between 18 and 60 years of age
The selected maintenance workers must be physically and mentally able to work
on road maintenance
The selected maintenance workers must live near the road to be maintained
(reducing travel time)

Social criteria





The selected maintenance workers should be currently unemployed
The selected maintenance workers must be from the poorest of people
Preference must be given to female candidates not less than 33%.
Preference must be given to Disadvantaged Groups (Dalits, Janajati, other
excluded and deprived groups.)

Before starting the selection of SMG members, the Employer or DCC will conduct a half day
orientation workshop for the M/RM Chairperson / Secretary, representatives of political parties
and other stakeholders, about the selection of maintenance workers and the formation of a
SMG. In the workshop, attendees will discuss and decide a community-level mass meeting
date, venue for SMG formation and inform interested persons to participate in the meeting. The
respective M/RM will give consent /approval on the required number of SMG members and
area of selection determined by M/RM or DCC for each particular road section. Area of selection
such as communities, wards are determined based on being within 1.5 hr. walking distance on
either side of road situated along the road to be maintained, or from those communities nearest
to the road.
The M/RM will circulate the message of employment opportunities by posting announcements
on their notice board and by informing the residents of the M/RM by word of mouth or through
radio and television. Special attention is given to ensuring that women and vulnerable groups
are informed of the employment opportunities and their eligibility to apply. The respective M/RM
will call and organise a mass meeting making sure that it has representation of at least 33%
households of nominated wards adjacent to both sides of the road. All candidates should
comply with the selection criteria. An attempt should be made to select as many women as
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possible, ensuring that at least 33% of the SMG members are women. M/RM or DCC
chairperson or secretary will play the role of unbiased facilitator who explains to the mass about
the purpose of the meeting, role and responsibilities of SMG members, criteria and process of
selection. Selection of the SMG members from interested candidates is to be carried out by
consensus through a participatory method. This method is a group-decision making process
based on ‘votes’ – either show of hands, ballot paper, or other transparent means. Any mass
meeting failing to reach such consensus may refer to DoLIDAR RMG Guidelines 2016 Annex
5: RMG Application Form – Scoring Card section, and proceed to select the most deserving
candidate.
If subsequently a SMG member needs to be replaced, the husband, wife or nearest family
member will be given priority. M/RM can also select the workers from previously approved list
for replacement of SMG members or may re-start the process as per guideline depending on
the local situation. The required number of SMG members are selected from the highest ranked
candidates. They are also asked to select chairperson, vice-chairperson and treasurer of their
group in a consensus through a participatory method. It is recommended to subsequently
confirm the interest of the selected candidates in order to ensure they are all aware of what is
required of them and what they will receive in return (payment, insurance, etc.). Any candidates
deciding they do not wish to participate can then be easily replaced. After the selection has
been completed and the interest of the selected candidates has been confirmed, the M/RM will
prepare a list of the recommended candidates together with the minutes of the selection
meeting. The list is posted on the notice board of the M/RM or DCC and the successful
candidates are informed.
In a subsequent year, generally the same group will be recalled for the Specific Maintenance
work, provided it falls within the same road section and provided the group's performance has
been satisfactory.
RECORD OF THE SMG
Once the SMG member selection process has been finalised, the SMG is recorded/registered
with the M/RM. This record also defines the name by which the SMG will be known. The SMG
should also elect the representatives of the group. This generally includes a Chairperson and a
Treasurer. The election of women into these functions should be promoted, and at least one of
the representatives should be female.
Bank accounts are opened for payments of wages to each SMG group. The M/RM or road
projects will be responsible for making payments to each individual SMG member based on the
measured quantities and certification by the technical team.
The bank account will be in the name of at least two SMG members duly nominated by SMG
members themselves. This will help prevent mismanagement of payments and secure timely
payments to individual SMG members
JOB CARDS
For the daily attendance and record of the SMG, each member is provided with Job Card that
describes the SMG member name, address, details, job card number, validity date etc. The job
card shall be distributed to each SMG member and it shall be compulsorily presented on site
by the worker. Each SMG member or chairperson will sign off the daily attendance on a regular
basis, which is cross verified by site in-charge at a regular intervals and this shall be taken as
one of the basis for wage payment sharing to individual SMG members. An example is included
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in Annex 2. Once it is completely filled, it shall be replaced by the respective M/RM or
implementing agency.
RE-FORMATION IN SUBSEQUENT YEARS
SMG is a group of local people having a competent team of available workers on call for the
specific maintenance of a road. This has the advantage that the specific maintenance groups
are able to relocate within their given road section according to the need and can be mobilised
immediately without any contractual and administrative burden. During reformation, there may
occur changes in SMG member composition but this shall not violate the basic SMG formation
criteria.

ENGAGEMENT
CONTRACT
Once the SMG has registered formally as a User Committee under applicable legislation, the
Employer signs a contract with the representatives of SMG. The contract is a binding agreement
between the Employer and SMG; based on this they will open a bank account. The contract
stipulates the roles and responsibilities of both SMG and Employer. It also defines the term
(period) of the contract and explains the action applicable for any unfinished contract; generally
Employer terminates the contract instead of extending to next fiscal year. It makes the SMG
responsible for constructing the works in accordance with the Specifications and Drawings
issued by the Employer; explains how the inspections will be carried out, and the tools and
safety equipment that the SMGs will receive, and details the provision for payment.
Given the importance of the contract document, time and effort should be given to prepare a
contract template suitable to the District and type of maintenance work and accordingly certain
changes may need to be made. The Contract will be signed with SMG based on departmental
estimated rate. A sample contract template is provided in Annex 9.
Upon signing the road maintenance contract, each SMG member will receive a Job Card to
identify them as a road maintenance worker, so that in future years the same trained workers
can be recalled. Works will be short-term, typically 3-4 months engagement contracts. There is
no guarantee of work continuity, however generally these high-ranked roads will again have
higher priority in future year plans.
INSURANCE
The Employer will timely secure accident insurance to SMG through a private company or
project managed ‘self-insurance ’, before starting work. Policies offered by a company did not
always cover all the issues and there can be considerable delay in payment. Therefore, RAP
had adopted an internal compensation policy, ‘self-insure’ i.e. absorb these medical treatment
costs as a project expense.
The insurance should cover categories of minor injury up to the death compensation of workers
and be further broken down in the categories of disability. The prompt and correct treatment of
injuries, should take precedence over matters of administrative procedure.
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ALLOWANCES
Under the 'administrative cost' heading, many types of costs are included during cost estimation
depending on nature of works.
One of the possible allowances to be included is the ‘tool sharpening allowance’. Considering
that the tools and safety equipment will be provided by the M/RM or the project, this can be
used for sharpening of tools, replacement of wheelbarrow spare parts and replacement of tool’s
handle, etc. It is recommended to assign 0.4% of wage payments (i.e. excluding material cost
and allowance) to be paid in each IPC.
A second possible allowance is the ‘transport allowance’, which serves to cover the costs of
transport / night stays, of the Chairperson and Treasurer or other members of SMG to M/RM
office and the local bank. It will vary per SMG and district depending on the distance to be
travelled and district rate. The rate is fixed based on prevailing rule of respective M/RM and
paid in corresponding IPC for particular authorised events.
A third possible allowance is a SMG management allowance, which serves to cover
miscellaneous items such as the costs of notebooks, pens, bag and mobile phone recharge
cost etc. This allowance is generally a onetime event for a season except phone recharge cost
which is small amount per month and paid in the corresponding IPC.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
SMGs are not allowed to use heavy equipment therefore Specific Maintenance activities which
can be constructed with hand tools & equipment, will be assigned to the SMG. SMG will be
distributed a number of tools depending on the number of workers in a group and work nature.
The Employer will make timely supply of necessary construction tools and safety equipment as
reasonably required for the performance of the Work. A suggested list of tools & equipment are
given in the table below, which can be adjusted depending on actual work composition. Annex
1 contains a more detailed description of these tools, and the number of tools required.
The SMG Chairperson shall ensure that the Group takes care of tools and equipment provided
by the Employer and the Group shall be charged the replacement cost in case of negligent
damage. The SMG is responsible for managing the cost of servicing, minor repairs and
sharpening of tools when required. The Employer shall manage to replace worn out tools upon
the supervisor's recommendation.
TOOLS









Wheelbarrow/Doko
Shovel
Curved Knife/Sickle
Large crowbar
Pulling rope
Pliers
Hoe/ Faruwa/ Kodalo
Tarpaulin sheet









Shovel
Pickaxe
Machete/ Khukuri
Hammer
Foot pump
Gabion tightening
rod
Wheelbarrow and
spare parts
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Rake
Hand rammer
Chisel
Chisel holding pipe
Nylon thread
Measuring tape
Drinking vessel & pot
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Figure 2: Some of the Tools used by SMG
Apart from these hand tools, SMGs also require basic safety equipment to avoid accidents and
injuries as well as promoting decent conditions for Workers. These safety items are listed below.
Annex 1 provides more detail. The safety vest mentioned below has the double function of
making the workers visible to road users, as well as clearly identifying them as part of the SMG.
It is important to provide good quality tools in sufficient number, as this greatly influences the
productivity of the SMGs.
SAFETY EQUIPMENT






Warning flags
Safety Vest(high visibility/reflective)
Hat/Cap
Helmet
Harness (in special cases)







Gloves
Safety goggles
Raincoat
Mask
First aid kit

Figure 3: Some of the Safety Equipment used by SMG
The Employer will supply a suitable First Aid kit for each working group and will replenish items
once reasonably consumed. The Chairperson shall maintain first aid kit and ensure timely
notification for replenishment of medicines in the kit. SMG Chairperson shall take overall
responsibility for the Group’s safety, use of safety gear and shall assume the role of ‘Safety Officer’
for conducting daily safety checks. A template of safety checklist is attached in Annex 8. Typical
contents of Frist Aid kit are triangular bandage, wound dressing pack, eye wash fluid, antiseptic
fluid/tincture iodine, soap, and thermometer.
STORAGE / RECLAMATION OF TOOLS
The Employer must keep and maintain a detailed inventory of all construction tools and
equipment handed over to SMGs for the performance of their Works. On completion of the
year’s construction, all reusable items should be collected by the Employer and put into a
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suitable store near the road or at the M/RM headquarters. Used personal items of an unhygienic
nature such as gloves, face masks, gum boots etc. will usually be left with the SMG members
for their own use and written-off in terms of value. If the personal, used item is of long-life (such
as safety helmet) the SMG may be asked store it at their home in case they are called up in the
following year.
MATERIALS
Common construction materials include Gabion boxes, geotextile, rocks, HD pipe etc. the
Employer will timely supply the necessary construction materials as reasonably required for the
performance of the Work. If rock is available along or within right of way of road then SMG will
be involved to break, collect and do manual transport as per lead distance. The Employer must
take full responsibility for identifying and obtaining permission for suitable quarries in advance
as a part of the planning process. If the quarry site is distant and manual transport is
uneconomical or impossible then the Employer may hire a tractor as appropriate and manage
transportation of material to the work site.
SMG shall ensure the proper use of materials as per design and the Engineer’s instruction and
shall take overall responsibility for materials once delivered to site and take precautions against
any loss or theft.

TRAINING OF THE SMG
After recording the SMG and opening the bank account(s), the group is ready to be contracted.
Before they start work, however, they require training. This training should encompass the
technical issues involved in the maintenance contract (how, when and where to implement the
different maintenance activities), construction of engineering structures such as gabion
retaining walls, dry stone walls, stone soling work, as well as the managerial aspects of the
maintenance contract (how payments are made, what documents need to be presented, etc.)
This training is best carried out in two days, one day covering the theoretical introduction to
maintenance, construction of engineering activities and the other day on the practical
implementation of the different maintenance activities. It is recommended to carry out the
practical training on the road that the SMG will be responsible for.
THEORETICAL TRAINING
The theoretical training is aimed at providing the SMG members with an understanding of their
roles and responsibilities, safety and payment procedures, and to emphasise aspects regarding

Figure 4: Theoretical Training of SMG Members
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quality of works carried out by them. A brief summary is explained to the participants about
SMG contracting and its objectives. A generalised theoretical training outline2 is attached in
Annex 4. The training is split into three key area as follows:
First of all, the participants are explained about the typical items of work that they may have to
carry out in their road in the course of Specific Maintenance. This includes a detailed
explanation on different construction activity items like earthwork, construction of dry stone wall,
gabion retaining wall, stone soling work, etc. To support this explanation, construction photos,
videos and other supplementary drawings are demonstrated in order to set a clear picture and
ideas in their mind. The theoretical aspects of work safety, work measurement and payment
procedures are covered. Details of worker insurance and the use of First Aid Kit are also fully
explained. Finally, the different tools are introduced, explaining their use. This part of the training
will be complemented by the field training during which the participants are required to practice
carrying out the different activities. More emphasis shall be given to construction site safety and
a suitable example shall be demonstrated on how SMGs can work in parallel with traffic moving
along the road side.
The second part of the theoretical training is aimed at the management of the SMG. First of all,
the benefits of working as a SMG and the strict avoidance of hidden contracting are explained
to the participants, both the benefits for themselves as well as those for the M/RM. The
organisation of the different workers within the Group is also discussed for the different
maintenance activities, explaining how some activities are best executed by sub-dividing group
members to execute particular tasks (e.g. one person supplying the rubble stone, the other
dressing the face of stone by a dressing hammer, and the other packing stones staying inside
the gabion crates, etc.), whilst other activities can be carried out individually and group members
can work side by side (e.g. site clearance for foundation excavation), or even carry out different
complementary activities (e.g. excavating side drains or foundation pit and using the excavated
material for the backfilling purpose). The proper organisation of the workers and their tools is
an important factor in increasing the productivity of the SMG, and sufficient attention should be
paid to this.
The final part of the theoretical training deals with supervision, planning, inspection and
payments. This part is aimed at explaining how often the supervisor will visit the SMGs and
what he or she will do, how they can be contacted, when inspections take place, and what is
inspected, and how the payments are made based on the measurements. Important issues to
be included in this part of the training are generally the nature of works that will be limited to
those fitting the definition of Specific Maintenance and may include works such as: gabion/drystone wall construction, dry-stone soling and other localised 'spot improvements' at critical road
sections. Another important issue is the quantity-based nature of the payments, whereby the
works shall be measured on nationally recognised standards during which time the SMG
chairperson or his nominated representative shall attend. These issues are explained in the
next chapter.
PRACTICAL TRAINING
The second day of training is aimed at providing the maintenance workers with practical
experience regarding the execution of the different maintenance activities. The training is

2

Detailed contents of the theoretical training is available on RAP3 Website via the following link:

http://rapnepal.com/smg-theoriticial-training
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carried out on the road for which the SMG is responsible. It is possible to include different SMGs
in the same training, although it is preferable to carry out different training sessions for each
SMG and road. An important aspect of this training is that sufficient types and quantities of tools
are available to allow the different SMG members to practice in their use. This training could
therefore also be planned to coincide with the handing over of the tools and safety equipment
to the SMG.

Figure 5: Practical Training of SMG Members
For the practical training it is important that a suitable location be found in the road concerned,
where most if not all the different maintenance activities can be demonstrated and practiced.
This location should be identified beforehand and the SMG members should be asked to gather
at this location in the morning. During the training, the different maintenance activities relevant
to the road concerned are explained and demonstrated in detail, identifying the different tasks
concerned. It is important that all SMG members practice the implementation of the different
activities. Attention should also be given to the use of the correct tools and the proper use of
these tools.
REFRESHER TRAINING
Refresher training is a programme designed for an existing SMG member with a purpose to reacquaint them with the skills, methods, and processes required to improve their performance.
Similar courses as those delivered during the previous year after group formation or with minor
modification may be done as per necessity. It is desirable to conduct SMG refresher training
once every year usually before the start of the working season. Necessary logistics and other
supports shall be managed by the Employer.

SUPERVISION
DEMONSTRATION/TRIALS
Following the theoretical and practical training, a real field demonstration for construction of
typical Specific Maintenance interventions such as gabion retaining wall, dry stone wall, dry
stone pitching etc. is carried out. This demonstration is performed by Engineer/Technicians in
the presence of SMG members. The minimum design parameters for each structure are
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explained as mentioned in suitable training modules3 that shall also meet NRRS. A key step of
the process is for the Group to show to the supervisor that they can produce the required work,
at which time the supervisor can give the signal to proceed. Demonstration/trials should be
carried out when any new work item is introduced and whenever any unacceptable drop in work
standard is observed.
SETTING OUT
Construction activities are carried out in accordance with specifications and drawings. The
Engineer/technicians shall provide line and layout as per approved drawings which must be
provided before the Group are set to work. This is followed by foundation excavation and its
examination viz. slope, level checking etc. depending upon the nature of particular work items.
Setting out is done as per requirement in different phases of construction as work progresses.
The setting out process aims to establish marks and lines to determine the position and level of
the elements for construction activities. It is the Employer's responsibility to make sure adequate
and timely setting out is provided. The SMG must not be allowed to start work until this is done.
The SMG is responsible for safeguarding and following the setting out.
SAFETY
The SMG Chairperson shall take overall responsibility for the Group's as well as public safety
and shall assume the role of 'Safety Officer' for conducting daily safety checks, details of which
shall be made available by the Employer (Annex 8). The chairperson shall ensure the use of
safety gear, maintain the provided first aid kit and ensure timely notification for replenishment
of medicines in the kit and follow instructions during work at sites. In parallel to this, site
supervisors also need to perform 'risk assessment' of the work place and should ensure the
issuance of safety gears before work starts. To attend and compensate any work related
injuries, SMG members must be covered by a worker accident insurance. It will be done through
commercial insurance companies, but in case of large-scale programme support it could be
through 'self-insurance'.
ENVIRONMENT
The SMG shall take all reasonable steps to protect the environment on and off site. Typically,
this covers avoidance of littering, respect for agricultural land, 'clean-up' on completion, etc.
Apart from this, the SMG group shall construct temporary toilets on site to avoid open defecation
for which they should be paid the reasonable costs. Workers cannot be expected to travel long
distances when they require use of the construction site toilet. The route they travel should also
be safe and avoid any unnecessary hazards.
QUALITY MANAGEMENT
As a part of quality management, frequent inspection and monitoring is carried out by the
Employer and their representatives. This should be done at different phases of construction on
a 'need-basis'. The inspection is also carried out on a regular interval and coincides with the
measurement for payment. At the same time that the inspection is carried out, necessary
instruction and warning may be issued for any defective work. The inspection should be carried
out by the M/RM Engineer or a trained technician. In case of road projects, project staff may be
RAP3 training modules on Local Road Network – available from http://rapnepal.com/lrn-engineeringcourse-materials
3
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involved in the inspections on behalf of the M/RM. All inspections should be carried out together
with representatives of the SMG. The supervision team needs to be proactive to address
problems early and before they become major issues, they should be both supportive and issue
timely guidance. Any deliberate cheating, falsification, etc. may result in disciplinary action and
individual group/termination.
For the inspection, use is made of a simple Instruction form, (Annex 7) in which the noncompliance with the work norms and standards is indicated for each defective work item. For
work that does not comply in quantity or quality with respective BoQ description and the
standard specification, the nature of the non-compliance should be described. The site incharge may issue an instruction to rectify the defective work, which will be performed at the
group's own cost. Defective works are works failing to meet the required specification
(DoLIDAR/DoR) and the standard of Specific Maintenance should be no different from any newworks construction.
MEASUREMENT & VALUATION
The work performed by SMGs will be measured (Annex 5: Measurement Sheets) by the
Engineers/technicians of M/RM or road projects based on nationally recognised standards
during which time the SMG chairperson or his nominated representative will attend. The
engineer's/technician's determination of material classification and their quantities should be
explained to the SMG and will be final and binding.
The works (Labour component only) will be valued on a monthly interim basis unless another
interval is agreed by the engineers/technicians in special cases. Such special cases may
include timing in relation to key festivals or in cases when the SMG's work output may have
been usually high or low.
Payment will be made at eighty percent (80%) of the approximate estimated value of work
(Labour component only) performed in the measurement period based on the bill of quantities
and may be estimated proportionally or by key stages of achievement in the partially completed
works. Any error or over-estimation of completed works paid should be corrected in subsequent
interim valuations. The remaining twenty percent (20%) in value will be treated as retention to
be released in the payment of final valuation. The objective is to have a simple process of
performing interim valuations so that these will be timely and not absorb undue time of the
supervision team.
Upon substantial completion of construction work, all works will be measured and valued. Any
omitted valuation during previous payment certificates or variation orders should also be
included. Valuation will be made on the basis of unit rates set out in the attached bill of
quantities (Annex 5, Form 2), which are set relative to current district wage rate and officially
published work output norms. These are stated clearly in the contract. The final value to be
paid to the SMG shall be calculated as the product of the applicable rate from the bill of
quantities and the unit work quantity as determined by the engineer/technicians, less the
cumulative value of all previously paid interim valuations. In case the SMG fails to rectify any
defective work as notified, the engineer/technicians may deduct the cost of performing the
rectification by other means from the valuation. Similarly in case of tools issued by the Employer
are either not returned or returned with excessive damage then their value may be deducted.
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PAYMENT
Interim and Final payments shall be made by the M/RM or road projects into the SMGs
registered bank account. The M/RM will make payment as soon as practicable after the
measurement date and in no case later than 30 days from the date of measurement. A
diagrammatic representation of SMG payment procedure is attached in Annex 3.
The SMG under the facilitation of the SMG chairperson will be responsible for sharing the
received payment amongst the group members. This should be on the basis of recorded and
verified member attendance only. There should be equal payment for equal attendance and no
other adjustments will be permitted.
PUBLIC AUDIT
Public Audit is a monitoring process through which beneficiaries and stakeholders provide vital
feedback on the design, delivery and expenditure of the Investment. It also covers the Group
wage earnings and verifies that this has been fairly shared amongst the workers. The overall
purpose of the process is to use public participation as a means to continually improve the
transparency, governance and approach of the maintenance investment.
Public Audits of SMG works are carried out towards the end of the assignment as per the
agreement made between the Employer and the representatives of the SMG. The primary
responsibility for conducting the Public Audit lies with the SMG, where all beneficiary
households, M/RM and any consultant, representatives of political parties and other
stakeholders participate in the meeting. Representatives of the M/RM present details of income
and expenditure, wage distribution, employment days and works. Queries raised during the
discussion are answered by representatives of the SMG and other stakeholders as needed.
The cost of the Public Audit is included under administrative project costs; it covers costs for
organisation, stationery, transport allowance for participants from distant locations, tea &
snacks and out-of-pocket expenses.
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ANNEXES
ANNEX 1: TYPICAL TOOLS AND SAFETY EQUIPMENT
TOOLS

PURPOSES

Wheelbarrow/Doko
Shovel
Curved Knife/Sickle
Crowbar (medium +
small size)
Pulling rope
Pliers
Hoe/ Faruwa/ Kodalo
Tarpaulin sheet
Pickaxe
Hammer
Foot pump
Gabion tightening rod
Rake
Hand rammer
Chisel
Chisel holding pipe
Nylon thread
Measuring tape
Drinking vessel & pot

Transporting material to and from the worksite
Loading and throwing loose soil or gravel
Cutting vegetation
Loosening, breaking or moving larger rocks
Assisting the worker with the shovel
Prepare GI wires for gabion crates erection
Excavating loose, soft soil or gravel
Labour Camp
Loosening hard soil
Break stone and preparing face
Pumping wheelbarrow tyre
Assembling gabion crates, lacing and bracing
Spreading material
Compacting soil and gravel
Break hard rock and preparing face stones
Hold chisel
Assisting the work
Measure length, height and etc.
Drinking water

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

PURPOSES

Warning flags
Safety Vest(self-illuminating
jacket)
Hat/Cap
Helmet
Gloves
Safety goggles
Boots/shoes
Raincoat
Mask
First aid kit

Indicate the presence of workers ahead
Identifying workers as SMG members
Protecting against the Sun
Protecting against head injuries
Protecting against hand injuries
Protecting against dust
Protecting against sharp objects
Protecting against Rain
Protecting against dust
Treating injuries
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WORKERS SHARING
(For 5 Workers)
1
2
1
2(1+1)
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
1 bundle
1

1+1

WORKERS SHARING
(For 5 Workers)
2 (1 spare)
5 (2 spare)
5
5
5 pair
3
5 pair
5
5(2 spare)
1 set
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ANNEX 2: TYPICAL SMG JOB CARD

JOB CARD
Job card Number :

Office of the Rural Municipal/Municipal Executive
District:
Name of Municipality / Rural Municipality:

Passport Size
Photo of
Household
Representative

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
If this card is lost or damage, house hold representative or family member should report to
Office of Rural Municipal/Municipal Executive.
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Job card No:

Period of Job Card
From…………………………………..To……………………………………….

Name of Household
Representative:

Name of Father/Mother:

Date of Birth:

Sex:

Name of Municipality/Rural Municipality:
Address:
Ward Number:

Village Name:

Road Code/Road Name:
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Daily Attendance Record

Date

Certifying Supervisor's
Signature

Date

Certifying
Supervisor's
Signature
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Date

Certifying Supervisor's
Signature
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Information to SMG (Interact in each meeting)
1. Insurance: All workers (including potential replacement house members) involved in road
construction and maintenance must have accident insurance as per GoN rule. SMG
insurance is purchased from insurance companies by the Employer.
2. First aid: Implementing Agency (M/RM) will supply a suitable First Aid kit for each working
Group and will replenish items once reasonably consumed. SMG members shall keep the
first aid kit at the working place and ensure timely notification to supervisor for
replenishment of medicines in the kit.
3. Safety: Every SMG shall nominate a ‘safety officer’ who conducts daily safety checks
before work starts according to a safety card distributed by the Implementing Agency
(M/RM) and ensures they have been following the safety rules at site. The Group must
maintain the provided safety equipment and ensure timely notification for replenishment to
the supervisor.
4. Wage calcualtion: Unit rates based on DOLIDAR norms and District wage rates are
applied to the measured quantity of work done at site.
5. Payment schedule: Workers should receive payment as soon as practicable after the
measurement date and in no case later than 30 days from the date of measurement.
6. Sanitary Arrangements: ‘Open-Defecation-Free’ policies should be adopted.
Implementing agency (M/RM) will pay a reasonable fixed cost for the Group to construct
their own work-site latrines.
7. Substitute Workers: In unavoidable circumstances an SMG member may be replaced by
their husband, wife or nearest family member providing they also meet the eligibility criteria.
M/RM may also select the workers from previously approved list for replacement of SMG
members or may re-start the process as per guideline depending on the local situation.
8. Environment Protection: The policy of “Do no harm to others” and “Respect to public
properties and environment” should be adopted including that excess excavated spoil shall
be managed properly.
9. Public Audit: To improve transparency and follow a code of conduct, the implementing

agency (M/RM) shall facilitate a public audit of SMG after each payment. Public Audits of
SMG works are also carried out towards the end of the assignment as per the agreement
made between the Employer and the representatives of the SMG.
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SITE SAFETY OFFICER’S DAILY BRIEFING CHECK-CARD
One member of the work group shall be nominated as ‘Safety Officer’ (typically Sahajkarta) and hold
this Card. He / she will take responsibility for the Group’s safety. Before starting each day’s work the
Safety Officer shall call the Group and review the following:
1.

2.

Aspect
Site Inspection

3.

Worker
Inspection
Hard Hats for All

4.

Rock Breaking

5.

Falling Debris

6.

Harness / Anchor

7.

Footwear / High
Visibility Vests

8.

First Aid Kit

9.

Children & Babies

10. Public Access

Criteria
Visual check of working area (including above and below)
to ensure to no fresh cracks, OR signs of ground slide, OR
unstable over-hanging mass.
All workers shall present their issued Safety Gear for
inspection (availability / condition).
Must be worn in: rock / cliffs / excavations / any above
head-height works.
All members of rock-breaking team must wear: googles,
gloves and use chisel-holding pipes.
Before excavating / breaking, confirm no people / livestock
are below.
Must be used for all dangerous drops including those > 20
feet or above deep water.
Shall be worn where provided.
Check available on site and replenished (inform Supervisor
if deficient)
Ensure no < 16 yrs play or work on the Site. Any babies
must be cared clear of the work site.
Check safe passage for pedestrians / vehicles, otherwise
erect barriers / make diversions.

Non-conformances? In case of any shortcomings above; correct it, change activities or
STOP WORK!
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Rules Applied in Work Site:
 Generally the working day is normally 8 hr. However, half day attendance may be
recorded for those workers preferring to work half days.
 Work attendance will be recorded on a daily basis. Job card should be compulsorily
presented at the time of attendance.
 It is prohibited to drink alcohol at site.
 Tools and equipment should be used in a safe manner. Every day after work the
Group should return tools to the site office or carefully store at an appropriate
place. The Group will be responsible for any loss and damage of tools.
 To maintain quality of project work, the Group must follow the site instructions given
by the site supervisor.
 The Employer is responsible for providing first aid kit.

Information:
 Only workers who have a job card, can be involved in the work.
 Authorised substitution of a member is limited to a single replacement worker from
the family; multiple family members will not be permitted.
 Machines are not allowed for construction, only labour work is allowed.
 Men and woman receive equal wages for the same work attendance.
 Generally apply monthly wage payment system but upon written request of a
Group, this can be changed to a block single payment or other interval.
 Job card is compulsory and should be shown at the time of payment distribution.
 Attendance is not recorded on the payment distribution day.
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ANNEX 3: SMG PAYMENT PROCEDURE
1a. Technical Monitoring – (Chief /Municipal Engineer)

1. Works Measurement (Engineer/Sub Engineer)

a) Sub Engineer may be accompanied by chief/municipal engineer
for spot checks depending on availability, time & technical factors

a) Interim bill is prepared on the basis of measurement
carried out. Payment shall be made at 80% of the estimated
value of work in the measurement period based on bill of
quantities

2. Valuation (Sub Engineer)
a) Sub Engineer prepares necessary
drawings (sketches)
b) Sub Engineer prepares valuation on a
standard format attached in Annex 5

3. Technical Check - (Chief /Municipal
Engineer)

4. Confirmation

a) Chief/Municipal Engineer reviews documents &
bills

a) Chief/Municipal Engineer checks and
ensures the completeness and overall
presentation of the bill

b) If correction or supplementary info is required,
sends back to Sub Engineer with written comments
c) Chief/Municipal Engineer shall conduct field
verifications, if required

7. Make Payment (Accountant)
a) Payment is made at approximately 80% of
total valuated work. Remaining 20% is treated
as retention
b) Retention value will be released in the
payment of final valuation

.d) If found correct, then passes to municipal
executive head.

8. Cash Withdrawal (SMG
Chairperson/Secretary/Treasurer,
a) Withdraw cash from bank & take cash to the site
b) Municipal representative to monitor and track the cash

5. Review – (Executive Head)

6. Approval (Municipal Executive)

a) Review
submission’

a) Approves certificate and notifies to
technical and account section for action

b) Interrogate on issues as required

b) Note issues for later follow up during
field inspection

‘Chief/Municipal

Engineer

c) Enquire any doubts with Chief/Municipal
Engineer

9. SMG Payment – (Treasurer)
a) Treasurer to distribute cash to SMG members in presence of DTA representative
b) Receipt of payment to be collected by Municipal representative and to be submitted
to Technical/Account section
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ANNEX 4: SMG THEORETICAL TRAINING OUTLINE

Introduction

•Brief summary about SMG contracting and providing them with an
understanding of their roles and responsibilities.

•To orient SMGs about the typical work that they may have to carry out in course
of Specific Maintenance.
Objectives

Types of
Work

Payment
Process

Heath and
Safety

Insurance

•Earthwork and Soil classification (Method of Statement, Photos)
•Dry Wall (Method of Statement, Photos)
•Gabion Wall (Method of Statement, Photos, Bad Quality and Good Quality)
•Dry Stone Soling (Method of Statement, Photos, Drawings)

•Works Measurement / Valuation
•Interim and Final Payment Procedures
•Sharing of Wages amongst members, Public Audit etc.

•Brief explanation on Health and Safety
•Common risks during road construction and Counter Safety Measures
•Role of 'Safety Officer' and Saftey Checklist
•Illustrative Photos

•Brief explanation on Insurance policy and claim procedures
•Insurance coverage from minor injury up to the death compensation
•Disability categories
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ANNEX 5: SAMPLE MEASUREMENT BOOK (1-2)
…………………………….Municipality / Rural Municipality
…………………………….. District
Measurement Details
Road Name:
Chainage:

Construction Period:
Measurement Date:

Measured By:

SMG Chairperson:

Signature:

Signature:
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…………………………….Municipality / Rural Municipality
…………………………….. District
Measurement Details
Road Name:
Chainage:
S. N

Description

Construction Period:
Measurement Date:
Nos.

Length (m)

Breadth (m)

Measured By:

Height (m)

Quantity

SMG Chairperson:

Signature:

Signature:
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ANNEX 6: SMG BILL FORMATS (FORM 1-7)
Form 1: Payment Distribution Sheet
Name of District:
Contract: (SMG/…..)
SMG Final/Interim Payment Distribution Sheet
Name of District Road:
Chainage:

S.N.

Name of SMG member

Period of Construction:
Date of Measurement:

Total
Attendance

Valuation (based on Measured Works)
IPC 1

IPC 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Total

Prepared By

Verified and Recommended By
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Form 2: Bill of Quantities
Name of District:
Contract: (SMG/…..); IPC # ... (FY…..)
Bill of Quantities (Total): Labour-Only Charges
Name of District Roads:
Name of SMGs:
SMG Members:
S.N.

Description of Work

Chainage:

Rate
Unit
(NRs)

Contract
Agreement
Qty.

Amount

This Valuation
Only
Qty.

A Construction
1 Site clearance:
2 Tree Cutting:
3 Bamboo Uprooting
4 Excavation in roadway, drain and
foundation for gabion and dry wall
structures including removal and
satisfactory disposal and stacking or
hauling
5 Construction of roadway in
embankments and miscellaneous
backfilling areas
6 Transporting Stone from road way and
drain excavation including all
incidentals for every additional haulage
of 50 m beyond specified initial lead
distance.
7 Transporting Soil from road way and
drain excavation including all
incidentals for every additional haulage
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Amount

Up to Previous
Valuation
Qty.

Amount

Total Valuation
Till Date
Qty.

Amount

Balance

Qty.

Amount
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of 50 m beyond specified initial lead
distance.
8 Stone collection from sites and
breaking in quarry
I) Stone collection from Sites
II) Ordinary rock from quarry
III) Medium rock from quarry
9 Dry stone un-coursed rubble masonry
wall: Stone masonry work including full
compensation for all labour, materials
and other incidentals required to
complete the work as per specification
and drawings. It includes full
compensation for using specially
dressed stones on the face walls with
batter and makes provision for weep
holes as necessary
a) Retaining Wall
b) Toe wall
10 Fabrication of gabion boxes including
rolling, cutting and weaving of
Hexagonal mesh size 100mmx 120mm
11 Assembling of wire
crates/gabion/revetment and placing
them in position including stretching,
binding them together and tying down
lids.
12 Packing and filling of gabion of crates
with rubble stone.
13 Stone dry packing in Gabion wall
Stone dry pack behind and below
gabion wall with 20 - 70 mm gravel
14
15 30 cm stone Soling
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16
17
18
19

Side Drain
Laying of Geotextile
Transporting Gabion Wire to Sites
Construction of temporary toilet
nearby sites
Sub Total of Construction Cost (A)

B Management
Management Cost Paid to the SMG
(Travel, DSA of SMG personal etc.)
Management Cost Paid directly by DTA
(Transportation/formation/orientation
etc.)
Sub Total of Management Cost (B)
C Transportation
Construction materials transportation
cost such as gabions and stones
Sub Total of Transportation Cost
TOTAL (A+B+C)
SUM TOTAL EARNINGS TO DATE (NRs.)
SUM TOTAL PREVIOUS PAYMENT (NRs.)
RETENTION AMOUNT 20% OF TOTAL CONSTRUCTION
TOTAL PAYMENT OF THIS CERTIFICATE (NRs.)
(In Words: ……………..)

Verified and Recommended By:
Prepared By:
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Form 3: SMG Management Cost
Name of District:
Contract: (SMG/…..); IPC # ... (FY…..)
Details of SMG Management Cost
Name of District Road:
Name of SMG:
Number of SMG Members:
Name of SMG Chairperson:
Description

Period of Construction:
Date of Measurement:

Unit

S.N.
1 Cost For Transportation of Tools /
Gabions (District Headquarter to
Site)
2 Cost for Local Tools (Doko, Namlo
etc.)
set
3 Cost for Tools maintenance and
Sharpening
month
4 Cost for Project Information Board no
5 Cost for SMG Orientation
no
6 SMG Personnel Travel Expenses
7 Miscellaneous

Rate
(NRs)

Estimate
Qty.

Amount

This Bill
Qty.

Amount

Up to Previous Bills
Qty.

Amount

Works to Date
Qty.

Amount

Balance
Qty.

Amount

Total

Prepared By

Verified and Recommended By
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Form 4: General Measurement
Name of District:
Contract: (SMG/…..); IPC # ... (FY…..)
Details of Measurement (General)
Name of District Road:

Period of Construction:

Name of SMG:
Number of SMG Members:

Date of Measurement:

Name of SMG Chairperson:

S. N.

Item No.

Dimensions
Description of Work

Unit

Length

Prepared By

Quantity

No

Verified and Recommended By
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Form 5: Earthwork Measurement
Name of District:
Contract: (SMG/…..); IPC # ... (FY…..)
Details of Measurement (Earthworks)
Name of District Road:

Period of Construction:

Name of SMG:

Name of Chairperson:

Number of SMG Members:

Date of Measurement:
Cut

S.
N.

CH.

Length

Xsectional
area (m2)

Fill
Mean Xsectional
area (m2)

Xsectional
area (m2)

Mean Xsectional
area (m2)

Quantity
(m3)
Cut
Fill

Classification of EW in Excavation
OS
%

HS
Qty.

%

Qty
.

OR
%

Qty.

MR
%

Qty.

HR
%

Total:
Note: Measurements shall be supported by drawings (X-Sections, Plans) as necessary.

Prepared By

Verified and Recommended By
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Form 6: Dry Wall Measurement
Name of District:
Contract: (SMG/…..); IPC # ... (FY…..)
Details of Measurement (Structures e.g. dry wall, side drain, causeway, soling etc.)
Name of District Road:
Name of SMG:
Number of SMG Members:
Type of Structure:

Period of Construction:
Name of Chairperson:
Date of Measurement:
Chainage:
Sources of Stone

S.N.

CH.

Length (m)

X-sectional area
(m2)

Mean X-sectional
Quantity (m3) Quarrying (Collection
area (m2)
only) (m3)

Quarrying
Stone from Road
(breaking required) (m3) Excavation (m3)

Total
Note: Measurements shall be supported by drawings (X-Sections, L-Sections and Plans)
as necessary.
Prepared By

Verified and Recommended By
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Form 7: Gabion Wall Measurement
Name of District:
Contract: (SMG/…..); IPC # ... (FY…..)
Details of Measurement (Gabion Walls)
Name of District Road:
Period of Construction:
Name of SMG:
Name of Chairperson:
Number of SMG Members:
Date of Measurement:
CH.
Layer
Number of Boxes
Sources of Stone
Length
Quantity Quarrying Quarrying Stone from
S.N.
(m)
From
To
1.5m×1m×1m 2m×1m×1m 3m×1m×1m 2m×1m×0.5m 3m×1m×0.5m (m3) (Collection (breaking
Road
only)
required)
Excavation
1 …….+…… …..+…….
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
etc..
Sub-total
2 …….+…. …..+…….
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
etc…
Sub-total
Note: Measurements shall be supported by drawings (X-Sections, L-Sections and Plans) as necessary. For calculation of gabion quantity, layer wise plans are
mandatory.

Prepared By

Verified and Recommended By
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ANNEX 7: SAMPLE INSTRUCTION FORM
Name of Road
Contract Id No

Instruction
number

Name of SMG

Date of issue

Location
Reason for issue
Instruction details
STATE OF WORKS AT TIME OF ISSUE
a. Not Started
b. In Progress
c. Completed
d. Other
EFFECT ON WORKS
a. None
b. Remobilisation
c. Construction materials
(e.g. stones, gabion
boxes etc.)
delivered/received at
site
d. Delays or disruption
e. Other
REMARKS (if any drawing or others)

Issued By: ………………………………………
Received By: ………………………………………
DISTRIBUTION TO: DCC/RURAL/MUNICIPALITIES
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ANNEX 8: SAFETY CHECK LIST
SITE SAFETY OFFICER'S DAILY BRIEFING CHECK-CARD
One member of the work group shall be nominated as 'Safety officer' (typically SMG
Chairperson) and hold this card. He / She will take responsibility for the group's safety. Before
starting each day's work the Safety Officer shall call the group and review the following:
Aspect

Criteria

Checked:

1

Site Inspection

Visual check of working area (including above and
below) to ensure to no fresh cracks, OR signs of
ground site. OR unstable over-hanging mass.

2

Worker Inspection

All workers shall present their issued safety gear
for inspection (availability/condition).

3

Hard Harts for All

Must be worn in: rock/cliffs/excavations/any above
head-height works.

4

Rock Breaking

All members of rock-breaking team must wear:
goggles, gloves and use chisel-holding pipes.

5

Falling Debris

Before
excavating/breaking,
people/livestock are below.

6

Harness/Anchor

Must be used for all dangerous drops including
those >20 feet or above deep water.

7

Footwear/High
Visibility Vests

Shall be worn where provided.

8

First Aid Kit

Check available on site and replenished (inform
supervisor if deficient)

9

Children & Babies

Ensure no <16 years play or work on the site. Any
babies must be cared clear of the work site.

10

Public Access

Check safe passage for pedestrians / vehicles,
otherwise erect barriers/make diversions

confirm

no

Version: 14 Aug 2014
Non-conformances? In case of any shortcomings above; correct it, change activities or
STOP WORK!
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ANNEX 9: SMG CONTRACT
Specific Maintenance Group (SMG) Labour-Based Works Contract
This Agreement, made the [day] day of [month], [year] between the Employer (name and
address defined below) of one part and the Specific Maintenance Group (SMG) (name and
address defined below) of the other part.
In consideration of the payments to be made by the Employer to the SMG as hereinafter
mentioned, the SMG undertakes to execute and complete the Works and remedy any defects
therein in conformity in all respects with the provisions of this Contract.
The Employer undertakes to pay the SMG in consideration of the execution of the Works and
the remedying of defects wherein, sums as may become payable under the provisions of the
Contract at the times and in the manner prescribed by this Contract.
The total value of this Labour-Based Works Contract is approximately …………… [Enter labour
component estimate] and is subject to final re-measurement based on the actual quantity of
works performed.
Summary description of work:
Example: Construction of 3 m high gabion wall between Ch. …. and Ch. ……, together
with stone soling between Ch. … And Ch. ……, etc.
1. Definitions
General Conditions:
1. Definitions
1.1 Employer

The Employer is:
……..
……………… [enter full name and address of executing office / DTA]

1.2 Specific
Maintenance
Group (SMG)

The Specific Maintenance Group (SMG) is:
Name:
Address:
Bank Account Details:
The members of the Group have been selected in accordance with the
current selection methods prescribed by the Employer and no
substitution of members is permitted except in special circumstances
with the prior consent of the Employer. The SMG shall be registered
formally as a User Committee under applicable legislation and shall
open a Bank Account in this name. The SMG shall nominate a
‘Chairperson’ and a ‘Treasurer’ from within their members who shall
represent the Group and receive instructions. These nominations shall
be informed to the Employer.
The full list of members (names and details) is attached in Annex A.

1.3 Site

The Site is:
Road Name:
Road DRCN #:
District:
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Section:
1.4 Term

From ……. (Ch. …) to …….. (Ch . . .….)

The term (period) of the contract is up to ……….. [State date] unless
otherwise terminated or when the SMG completes the work as directed
by the Employer (whichever is sooner). The Employer may extend the
Term in special circumstances.

2. Scope of Contract
2.1 General

This Contract is intended only for the engagement of Specific
Maintenance Groups (SMGs) for the performance of one-off packages
of Specific Maintenance Works on road sections of the District Road
Core Network (DRCN). The SMG shall provide all labour inputs for
performing the Works whereas the Employer will provide various
supplies and materials as described in the Contract.

2.2 Type of
Works

Generally the nature of works will be limited to those fitting the definition
of Specific Maintenance and may include such item as: gabion / drystone wall construction, dry-stone soling and other localised ‘spot
improvements’ at critical road sections.

3. Employer’s Responsibilities
3.1 Instructions

The Employer will provide timely instructions regarding the scope,
nature and setting out of the Work to be performed.

3.2
Appointment
of
Representative

The Employer may appoint representatives to perform certain duties on
his behalf who may include Consultants, Non-Governmental
organisations etc. and will inform the SMG of their identity and
delegated responsibilities.

3.3 Supply of
Tools and
Materials

The Employer undertakes to make timely supply of necessary
construction tools, construction materials and work safety equipment
as reasonably required for the performance of the Work.

3.4 Supply of
First Aid
Supplies

The Employer will supply a suitable First Aid kit for each working group
and will replenish items once legitimately consumed following advance
notification by the SMG’s Chairperson.

3.5 Insurance /
Accident
Compensation

The Employer will effect accident insurance through a published
scheme of compensation against accidents and fatalities with facilities
no less than those prescribed through legislation details of which are
included in Annex D. This facility will be available to those workers who
have been nominated and named in the Employer’s register of SMG
workers only.
Any entitlement to compensation in the event of an accident may be
limited or denied in the case that the worker involved has not used the
issued safety equipment.

4. SMG Responsibilities
4.1 Standard of
Workmanship

The SMG is responsible for constructing the Works in accordance with
the Specifications and Drawings issued by the Employer including
those contained in Annex C. In case the work does not meet these
minimum standards the SMG will be notified of the reasons why the
work is considered defective together with details of the required
rectification and will not be paid for this work until it is rectified to the
satisfaction of the Employer.
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4.2 SMG
Chairperson

SMG Chairperson shall be responsible for recording the registration of
SMG members as detailed in Clause 1.2. If members leave the group
for any reason he / she shall be responsible for notifying the Employer
to arrange replacement. Duties of SMG Chairperson include:
i.
Organise the daily work of the group in relation to assigned
tasks
ii.
Maintain daily attendance of SMG members and obtain
certification from the Employer’s technical staff
iii.
Resolve disputes within the group if any
iv.
Encourage all members to work a full day with at least 75% of
the group in daily attendance to ensure each works at least 20
days a month
v.
Ensure workers carry Identification Cards at all times (to be
issued by the Employer)
vi.
Maintain harmonious relationship with the local community
and concerned LRUC personnel.

4.3 Safety

SMG Chairperson shall take overall responsibility for the Group’s safety
and shall assume the role of ‘Safety Officer’ for conducting daily safety
checks, details of which will be made available by the Employer. The
Chairperson shall ensure use of safety gear, maintain first aid kit and
ensure timely notification for replenishment of medicines in the kit and
follow instruction during work at sites.

4.4 Avoidance
of Child Labour

The selection of workers will abide strictly with the requirements of the
Nepal Labour Act, 2048 (1992), the Child Labour (Prohibition and
Regulation) Act, 2056 (2000) as may be amended from time to time
together with any notified specific requirements of the Employer where
these are more onerous. The Employer will terminate this contract in
case of breach. In this respect the absolute lower age limit of any worker
is set at 16 years.
The SMG shall not bring or allow onto the working site in any capacity
any child or baby.

4.5 Care for
Property

The SMG Chairperson shall ensure the Group takes care of tools and
equipment provided by the Employer and the group shall be charged
the replacement cost in case of negligent damage. The SMG is
responsible for the cost of servicing, minor repairs and sharpening of
tools when required.
The SMG Chairperson shall also ensure that measures are taken to
safeguard any third party property including nearby dwellings and land.

4.6 Workers
Camps and
Facilities

The SMG Chairperson shall:
i.
In case the SMG decides to camp or set up any temporary
accommodation / cooking facilities, these shall be established
near the roadside and be unobtrusive
ii.
Maintain acceptable sanitary condition of facilities with solid
waste disposal and toilet facilities (the SMG will be paid the
cost of toilet construction)
iii.
Ensure workers have access to adequate supply of potable
water at all times during work and camping and advise the
Employer in case of any difficulties
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iv.
v.

Ensure safety of camps and facilities including such matters
as fire prevention, stability and rock-fall issues
Maintain cordial relationship with the local community and
road travellers

5. Measurement and Payment
5.1
Measurement

The works shall be measured by the Employer based on nationally
recognised standards during which time the SMG Chairperson or his
nominated representative shall attend. The Employer’s determination
of material classifications and their quantities shall be explained to the
SMG and shall be final and binding.

5.2 Interim
Valuation

The works shall be valued on a monthly interim basis unless another
interval is agreed by the Employer in special cases. Such special cases
may include timing in relation to key Festivals or in cases when the
SMG’s work output may have been unusually high or low.
Payment shall be made at 80% (eighty percent) of the approximate
estimated value of work performed in the measurement period based
on the Bill of Quantities and may be estimated proportionally or by key
stages of achievement in the partially completed Works. Any error or
over-estimation of completed works paid may be corrected in
subsequent interim valuations. The remaining 20% (twenty percent) in
value will be treated as retention to be released in the payment of final
valuation.

5.3 Final
Valuation

Valuation will be made on the basis of unit rates set in the attached Bill
of Quantities (Annex B) which are set relative to current District Wage
Rate and officially published work output norms. The final value to be
paid to the SMG Group shall be calculated as the product of the
applicable rate from the Bill of Quantities and the unit work quantity as
determined by the Employer, less the cumulative value of all previously
paid interim valuations. In case the SMG fails to rectify any defective
work as notified under Clause 4.1 of these Conditions the Employer
may deduct the cost of performing the rectification by other means from
the valuation. Similarly in case tools issued by the Employer are either
not returned or returned with excessive damage then their value may
be deducted.

5.4 Payment

Interim and Final payments shall be made by the Employer into the
SMGs registered bank account. The Employer will make payments as
soon as practicable after the measurement date and in no case later
than 30 days from this date.
The SMG under the facilitation of the SMG Chairperson shall be
responsible for sharing the received payment amongst the group
members. This shall be on the basis of recorded and verified member
attendance only. There shall be equal payment for equal attendance
and no other adjustments will be permitted.
The distribution of wages by the Chairperson and Treasurer to
individual workers shall be made in the presence of the Employer’s
nominated representative.

5.5 Audit /
Disclosure

The Employer shall organise Public Audit of the accounts and
distribution amongst members at standard declared intervals and at the
stage of Final Valuation payment.
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6. Termination
6.1 Misconduct

Individual members of SMG, or the Chairperson, or the Group as a
whole, may be terminated in the following cases:
i.
A serious safety lapse affecting the working group or public
ii.
An act of dishonesty or deception involving work
measurement or the sharing of wages
iii.
Any act of verbal or physical aggression against the Employer,
his representative, or a member of the local community
iv.
Other acts as may be determined as unacceptable by the
Employer
v.
If the Employer issues a formal notice stating that a defect
must be corrected within a specified reasonable time and it is
not.

6.2 Cessation
of Work

This Contract Agreement may also be terminated by the Employer in
case the required work is completed or the services of the SMG are no
longer required. In such cases on receiving the Employer’s order and
completion of work measurement the SMG shall immediately stop work
leaving the Site and any work camp areas in a clean and safe condition.

Annexes
A. Register of
SMG Members

[Attach register of approved SMG members including such details as:
names, gender, caste, remarks, etc.]

B. Bills of
Quantities

[attach full Bill of Quantities showing SMG inputs and total estimated
Contract amount]

C.
Specification of
Works

[attach a brief specification 1-2 pages as necessary covering basic
work items ]

D. Insurance /
Worker
Compensation

[attach copy of worker compensation or other commercial policy]

IN WITNESS whereof the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed in
accordance with the laws of Nepal on the day, month and year indicated above.
On behalf of the Employer

On behalf of the SMG (Chairperson)

Sign: …………………………………
Name:
Designation:
Seal

Sign: …………………………………
Name:
Designation:
Seal

Witness:

Witness:

Sign: ………………………………..
Name:

Sign: ………………………………..
Name:
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